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Using laser-induced fluorescence, the ion velocity and density inside a dc plasma sheath have 
been measured. A polished planar electrode, biased at - 100 V, was aligned so that a laser 
beam struck it at normal incidence. Using this arrangement, the ion velocity component 
perpendicular to the electrode surface was measured. By detecting the fluorescence while 
scanning the laser frequency, a line shape was recorded that had two peaks, due to the Doppler 
shift from the incident and reflected beams. The separation of the peaks yielded an absolutely 
calibrated measure of the ion drift velocity, while the height of the peaks gave the ion density. 
As expected, in the sheath the measured ion density was lower and the velocity was higher 
than in this plasma. Using these measurements, it was confirmed that the ion flux is conserved 
in this sheath. The spatial profiles of ion velocity and density in the sheath were used to test a 
time-independent two-fluid theory, and good agreement was found. The data were also 
compared to Child’s law, which showed good agreement near the electrode but predicted the 
density poorly, as expected, near the plasma-sheath boundary. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

A plasma sheath is the localized electric field that sepa- 
rates a plasma from a material boundary. It confines the 
more mobile species in the plasma and accelerates the less 
mobile species out of the plasma and toward the walls. For 
the typical case where the electrons are more mobile than the 
positively charged ions, the electric field in the sheath points 
toward the boundary. 

Understanding sheaths is perhaps one of the oldest 
problems in plasma physics.’ The basic problem of plasma 
flowing into a wall is important in many aspects of plasma 
physics. Because of this, many models have been developed 
to describe sheaths. They include, for example, the theory of 
Langmuir probes,2 and models of divertor plates in toka- 
maks3 These models range from simple analytical expres- 
sions, such as Child’s law,4 to complex kinetic simulations.S 

Models have been used to predict how different physical 
processes influence sheaths. For example, if the potential at 
the wall is made to vary in time then so will the electric field 
in the sheath.6v7 Magnetic fields’ and collisions’ can also 
modify the sheath. 

Based on his experimental work, Langmuir was one of 
the first to properly model plasma sheaths.’ He tested the 
model by comparing the predicted sheath width to a visual 
measurement of the width of the dark space at the plasma- 
electrode boundary. This method is still used as an imprecise 
method of measuring the sheath width. 

Since Langmuir’s experiments, many other measure- 
ments have been reported, including several that involved in 
situ characterization of the interior of the sheath. Using an 
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electron beam, Goldan” measured the electric field in a 
planar dc sheath. Using an emissive probe, Cho et al.” mea- 
sured the potential in a dc sheath. Cho et al. also examined 
the temporal response of the sheath potential to steplike and 
radio-frequency changes in the bias applied to the electrode. 
Using laser-induced fluorescence ( LIF), Gottscho et al. l2 
measured the time-dependent ion density in a radio-frequen- 
cy sheath. Using LIF, Gottscho and Mandich13 measured 
the electric field in a radio-frequency sheath. 

In this paper, we report LIF measurements of the ion 
drift velocity and density in a dc sheath. To our knowledge 
this is the first time LIF measurements of ion velocities in a 
dc plasma sheath have been reported. The advantages of the 
LIF technique are that it provides nonperturbing, in situ, 
and velocity-resolved measurements. LIF also allows full 
three-dimensional spatial resolution. This is in contrast to 
optical glow measurements, which are always chord aver- 
aged, and thus provide only two-dimensional spatial resolu- 
tion. 

We compare these measurements to the predictions of 
the simple two-fluid model of plasma sheaths reviewed in 
Sec. II. In Sec. III, we describe the experimental apparatus 
and the LIF diagnostic technique. In Sec. IV, we compare 
our experimental results to the predictions of the fluid theory 
and find excellent agreement. Finally, in Sec. V, we summa- 
rize our results. 

II. TWO-FLUID SHEATH THEORY 
Here, we review a widely usedI time-independent mod- 

el that predicts the potential in a planar plasma sheath 4 as a 
function of position x. One end of the plasma is terminated 
by a perfectly absorbing wall held at a negative potential #w. 
Here, and throughout this paper, the subscript w will refer to 
the wall or electrode. (The terms wall and electrode are used 
interchangeably in this paper.) We choose the position of the 
wall to be x = 0 (see Fig. 1). Far from the wall there is a 
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FIG. 1. Model system for the plasma sheath. The potential 4 in the plasma 
sheath is sketched as a function of distance from the wall x. Ions enter the 
sheath as a monoenergetic beam with a velocity uO. Dimensionless quanti- 
ties are shown to the right of their dimensional counterparts. Note that the 
sign of the dimensionless potential, 7 = - e#/kT,, is opposite that of 4, 

field-free and neutral plasma where 4 = 0. The plasma con- 
sists of electrons and positive ions, which are both treated as 
fluids. The density of electrons n, and ions n, are both equal 
to n, in the plasma. At some point x = D, where D is the 
sheath thickness, there is a transition from the non-neutral 
sheath to the neutral plasma. 

The governing equations of this model are based on a 
number of simplifying assumptions. First, it is assumed that 
the sheath parameters are time independent and as such we 
ignore any instabilities or waves in the sheath. Second, it is 
assumed that there is no impediment (e.g., a magnetic field 
parallel to the wall) to the free flow of electrons and ions to 
the wall. Third, the ion temperature is assumed to be negligi- 
ble. Fourth, it is assumed that the sheath region is source- 
free and collisionless. Because the sheath is source free, the 
ion density obeys the equation of continuity, 
ni(x) = n,u,/u(n). Here the ions enter the sheath with a 
velocity uO, u(x) is the velocity of the ions in the sheath 
region, and no is the ion density at the sheath edge. Because 
the ions are assumed to be cold, they are a monoenergetic 
beam in the sheath. In this model, u0 must be greater than 
the ion acoustic velocity c, in order that 4 decreases mono- 
tonically as we move toward the wa11.14 Because the sheath 
is collisionless, energy is conserved, and so Mu’ = Mui + 2 
e#(x). Here, M is the ion mass and e is the charge. Combin- 
ing the equations of continuity and conservation of energy 
we find that the ion density in the sheath is given by 

ni (x) = no ( 1 - 2e+/Mui ) - 1”2, (1) 

while the the ion velocity is given by 

v(x) = (ui - 2eqVM) “‘. (2) 

Fifth, the electrons are assumed to be in thermal equilibri- 
um. Accordingly, the electron density n, obeys the Boltz- 
mann relation 

n, = no exp(e$/W, ). (3) 
Finally, the potential must satisfy Poisson’s equation, 

= -F [(l -z)-“2-exp($)], (4) 

where e0 is the permittivity constant. 
For convenience in solving these equations, they can be 

nondimensionalized by the following transformations: 

1? = - eqS/kT,, (W 
{=x//2, =~(n,e~/~,kT,)“~, (5b) 

k u” @O 
z-z 

cs (kT,/M) “* * 
(5c) 

Here 7 is the dimensionless potential (note that the sign of 77 
is opposite that of $), f is distance from the electrode nor- 
malized by the Debye length, /2,, and ./ is the Mach num- 
ber. In dimensionless form, Poisson’s equation [ Eq. (4) ] for 
the potential variation in the sheath is 

rl”=(1f2rl/~2)-“2-ee-“, (6) 
where rj” is the second derivative of ?,r with respect to 6. The 
first term on the right-hand side is the dimensionless ion 
density and the second term is the dimensionless electron 
density, The boundary conditions are v( 0) = vW at the wall, 
and v(f-+ 03 ) = 0 in the plasma. Finally, the equations for 
continuity [ Eq. ( 1) ] and energy [ Eq. (2) ] are typically re- 
written in dimensionless variables: 

n; (I;)/no = A? [%A” + 271 - I’*, (7) 
and 

v(c!$/c, = [Af” f 277]lL2. (8) 
For this model the Bohm criterion’4 requires that A> 1. 
Thus it is seen that the two-fl uid model can be used to predict 
the ion density and velocity in the sheath [ Eqs. (7) and (8) ] 
provided the potential rl can be determined from Poisson’s 
equation. 

There is no known closed-form analytic solution for 
Poisson’s equation [ Eq. (6) 1. To determine 7 in the sheath, 
one must either use an approximate analytic solution or nu- 
merically solve Poisson’s equation. 

Child’s law4 is an approximate analytical solution of 
Poisson’s equation that predicts the potential in the sheath. 
Satisfying the boundary conditions at the wall, q (0) = lW, 
and at the plasma-sheath interface, T(d) = 0, and making 
the approximations reviewed in Ref. 15, a solution is 

rlG) = [&U@) ] 2’3(d - Cl”“, iT<d 

=0, &>d. (9) 

The dimensionless sheath thickness d is given by 

d = $(7~3,/~/2”‘~&“~). (10) 

This is the thickness of the region where the electron density 
is negligible. Equations (9) and ( 10) taken together are 
called Child’s law. Child’s law relates three quantities: the 
wall potential riW, the sheath thickness d, and the Mach 
number J. The math number is related to the current den- 
sity for ions entering the sheath. Hence, Child’s law is often 
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used to determine the current density flowing into a sheath, 
Ji a en, u0 = en,c, .&, for given valuesI of qw, and d, 
where d must be determined without using Eq. ( 10). It is 
well known” that Child’s law is inaccurate for low poten- 
tials (vu, < 104) and near the sheath-plasma boundary 
(<d). 

One can also precisely solve Poisson’s equation using 
numerical integration. Typically one would use an integra- 
tion technique such as the Runge-Kutta method.15 Numeri- 
cal solutions are more accurate than Child’s law. 

Using the sheath potential profile v(x) calculated from 
either a numerical solution of Poisson’s equation [ Eq. (6) ] 
or Child’s law [ Eq. (9) 1, we can predict the ion velocity and 
density in the sheath. The velocity is predicted using the 
conservation of energy equation [ Eq. (8) ] while the density 
is found using the continuity equation [ Eq. (7) 1. We can 
compare these predictions to LIF measurements of the den- 
sity and velocity. 

III. APPARATUS 
A. Multidipole device 

The plasma chamber is sketched in Fig. 2. The vacuum 
vessel is divided into two sections, separated by a grid at 
ground potential. Thoriated-tungsten filaments are housed 
in a source chamber, which has water-cooled stainless-steel 
walls. The electrode is located downstream of the filaments 

iit 
filaments 

source 

grounded’ 
grid electrode 

=q@-jzL 

+-IO cm+ 

grounded 

FIG. 2. Plasma chamber. Ceramic magnets arranged in a line-cusp geome- 
try provide multidipole confinement of the plasma. A grounded grid divides 
the device into a source chamber, containing the filaments, and a larger 
main chamber. We used laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) to measure the 
ion density and drift velocity in the electrode sheath. 

in the larger 32 cm diam main chamber. The main chamber 
is made of aluminum that has been black anodized to reduce 
scattered light. It is equipped with Pyrex windows for mak- 
ing optical measurements. 

The plasma was sustained by primary electrons emitted 
from the filaments, and it was confined by a multidipole 
magnetic field. The field was provided by 19 rows of ceramic 
magnets, arranged in a line cusp geometry.” In the center of 
the main chamber, where our LIF measurements were 
made, the magnetic field was measured to be less than 7 G. 
Our multidipole device is described in more detail in Ref. 18. 

B. Electrode 

The electrode assembly is sketched in Fig. 3. The elec- 
trode is a highly polished 50 mm diam stainless-steel disk. It 
is isolated from ground by a ceramic standoff. The back of 
the electrode is covered by an electrically floating aluminum 
shield. The electrode assembly is attached to a mirror mount 
that can be tilted on two axes, allowing us to adjust the elec- 
trode surface so that it is perpendicular to the laser beam. 

A plasma sheath was formed by biasing the electrode 
negatively. A - 100 V dc bias was supplied by an adjustable 
voltage-regulated power supply (Sorensen DCR 600-3B). 
(Like all voltages cited in this paper, this voltage is measured 
with respect to the grounded vacuum vessel.) 

C. LIF diagnostic 

LIF is widely used for characterizing plasma ions,‘*-” 
and works as follows. Laser light with frequency vr. and 
wave vector k is fired into the plasma. The transition fre- 
quency of a stationary ion is vo, so that ions moving with the 
velocity v only absorb photons if the laser frequency satisfies 
the Doppler shift condition 

2pAv=2r(yL ---Ye) =v-k=v,,k, (11) 
where v,, is the component of the ion velocity parallel to the 
direction of the laser beam. An ion that has absorbed a pho- 
ton subsequently emits a fluorescence photon, as shown in 
Fig. 4. By scanning the laser frequency while measuring the 

tiltable 
mirror 
mount 

II 

-106 Vdc 
bias 

probed volume 
waist r 1 mm 

FIG. 3. Electrode assembly. This consists of a highly polished stainless-steel 
electrode, a ceramic standoff, and an electrically floating shield. It was 
mounted on a mirror mount that is adjustable on two axes, allowing us to 
align the laser beam for normal incidence. The shape of the probed volume 
is exaggerated to show details. 
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FIG. 4. LIF process. (a) Energy diagram. Argon ions are pumped from the 
3d “G,,, metastable state to 4p”F,,, . Photons produced by spontaneous 
decay from ~P*‘F,,~ to4s’*D,,, constitute the fluorescence signal. The shape 
ofthe absorption spectral line is measured by scanning the laser through the 
3d ‘2G9,1 - 4p’*F,,, transition and recording the fluorescence signal. (b) 
Sketch of LIF line shape. The line shape has two peaks because of the sepa- 
rate Doppler shifts of the incident and reflected laser beams. Their separa- 
tion 2 Av yields the ion drift velocity, using Eq. ( 1 1 ), while their heights 
provide a measure of the density. 

resulting fluorescence intensity, the ion velocity component 
along the laser beam and the ion density can be determined. 
The ion velocity is found from Eq. ( 1 1 ), using the AY that 
results in the peak fluorescence signal. The density is propor- 
tional to the strength of the fluorescence at that peak. 

We chose to probe the 3d ‘2Gg,2 metastable ion state 
because it is impossible to detect ground-state argon ions 
without using vacuum ultraviolet light. The atomic transi- 
tions are indicated in Fig. 4. The metastable state is probed 
using a laser frequency of 16 348.93 cm-’ (611.492 nm), 
and detecting fluorescence at 21 687.94 cm-’ (460.957 
nm). Here, we report frequency in vacuum wave numbers 
(cm - ’ ) and wavelength in air (nm) . 

In another experiment, we found that this metastable 
state is a reliable indicator of the ion parameters.18 Likewise 
in this experiment, the probed metastable ions should accu- 
rately represent the ions as a whole (most of which are in the 
ground state). All ions, independent of their excitation state, 
are subject to the same electrical forces. Since the lifetime2’ 
of the 3d ‘2Gs,z state ( > 10 psec) is much longer than the 
transit time through the sheath (Z 1 psec), the ratio of the 
metastable-state ion density to the total ion density is the 
same everywhere in the sheath. 
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The electrode surface was made highly reflective so that 
both the incident and reflected laser beams would cause flu- 
orescence. For ions moving toward the electrode, the inci- 
dent beam is red shifted, while the reflected beam is blue 
shifted, Consequently, if the ions have a net drift velocity vd, 
the fluorescence line shape will have peaks at two distinct 
frequencies yz,. One peak is from the incident beam and the 
other from the reflected beam, as sketched in Fig. 4(b) . Us- 
ing &. ( 11)) we see that these peaks will be separated by a 
frequency interval 2Av = v, k /r. Thus the separation of the 
peaks is proportional to vd, and provides an exact and abso- 
lute measure of the drift velocity. 

The layout of the optical systems and the electrode is 
sketched in Fig. 5. We used a pulsed tunable dye laser (Lu- 
monies HD-300), that was tired at a 10 Hz repetition rate 
and operated with a bandwidth of less than 0.09 cm - ’ (2.7 
GHz). A telescope was used to expand the beam so that it 
tilled the desired volume. The telescope consisted of two 25 
mm diam glass lenses, with focal lengths of - 25 and + 125 
mm. A sample of the laser beam was diverted by a beamsplit- 
ter through an iodine cell. We compared the iodine fluores- 
cence spectrum that we measured to the spectrum tabulat- 
ed2’ in an atlas in order to calibrate the laser wavelength. To 
monitor the performance of the laser, a second sample of the 
beam was diverted to a laser power meter. The laser beam 
struck the electrode at normal incidence so that we mea- 
sured the ion velocity component normal to the electrode 
surface, The beam was visually centered on the electrode to 
avoid the fringing effects of the sheath near the edge of the 
electrode. 

The detection optics were positioned to view the sheath 
at an angle of 90” from the laser beam. A 150 mm focal 
length, 10 cm diam lens was used to collect the fluorescence 
from the plasma and focus it onto a 1 mm wide slit. This slit 
determined the chord that was viewed by the detection op- 
tics. The volume where this chord and the laser beam inter- 
sect defined the region of the plasma that was probed by the 
LIF apparatus. This volume was 1.9 mm long, 15 mm tall, 
and 12 mm wide, as sketched in Figs. 3 and 5. The elongated 
and thin shape of this “bowtie” volume was chosen to maxi- 
mize the signal-to-noise ratio while preserving the spatial 
resolution in the direction of the laser beam. Ninety percent 
of the probed volume was within a 1.5 mm region along the 
laser beam’s path. Thus we had an effective spatial resolu- 
tion in the sheath of 1.5 mm. Directly behind the slit, a band- 
pass interference filter centered about 21 687.80 cm-’ 
(460.960 nm) was used to reduce extraneous light, particu- 
larly the white-hot glow from the filaments and any scat- 
tered laser light. The bandwidth of this filter, 24.04 cm- ‘, is 
much wider than the Doppler shift of the fluorescence, 
< 1.75 cm - ‘, and thus transmission of the fluorescence pho- 
tons was independent of their Doppler shift. The fluores- 
cence was detected by a photomultiplier tube (Thorn EM1 
9659QB). The sensitivity of the detection optics was not cali- 
brated. 

The data acquisition scheme is also sketched in Fig. 5. 
The LIF signal from the plasma was amplified by 60 dI3 
using a 300 MHz bandwidth amplifier. The LIF signals from 
the plasma and the iodine cell were recorded using a pair of 
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laser wavelength marker 

OPTICS DATA ACQUlSlTION 

FIG. 5. Layout of the optical system and 
data acquisition for the LIF diagnostic. 
The optical equipment (not drawn to 
scale) includes a beam-expanding tele- 
scope (BET), a 100 mm diam, 150 mm fo- 
cal-length lens (L), two beamsplitters 
CBS) with 10% reflectivities, two movable 
adjustable slits (S), two filters (F), and 
two photomultiplier tubes (PMT). We 
used a 24.04 cm - ’ bandpass interference 
filter centered at 21 687.80 cm- ’ for the 
plasma fluorescence and a red longpass fil- 
ter for the iodine cell. The laser beam was 
reflected off of the electrode, back through 
the sheath. Adjusting the position of the 
slit S in the detection optics using a micro- 
meter allowed us to select the distance x 
from the electrode. 

boxcar integrators (Stanford Research SR250). Although it 
is common to use the analog averaging feature of boxcar 
integrators, we avoided this because it sacrifices the signal- 
to-noise ratio and skews the line shape. Instead, we numeri- 
cally averaged the signal. To do this, the “last signal out” 
from the integrators was digitized by an analog-to-digital 
converter (Stanford Research SR250) after each laser shot. 
The signal was recorded on a computer and then averaged 
over many shots for each laser wavelength. Each shot was 
equally weighted. This procedure was repeated for a series of 
equally spaced laser wavelengths to measure the shift in the 
absorption spectral line and the intensity of the fluorescence. 
Further details of the data acquisition scheme are given in 
Ref. 18. 

Several steps were taken to reduce noise levels and thus 
increase the signal-to-noise ratio. Scattered light (from all 
sources) was reduced by black anodizing the walls of the 
main chamber. The filaments were positioned so that they 
could not be directly seen by the detection optics. We added 
a baffle between the electrode and the 10 cm lens to block 
light scattered off the electrode, and used a baffle at the en- 
trance window to suppress unwanted light scattered from 
that window. We thereby reduced noise levels until random 
fluorescence from the plasma was the largest source of noise. 

These efforts to reduce the noise were crucial because 
the signal was very weak. There was on average less than one 
fluorescence photon detected per laser shot. The signal was 
this weak because of the low ion density and the small probed 
volume. (We chose to operate the plasma with a low ion 
density to provide a large Debye length and thus provide a 
large sheath width. The small probed volume was then cho- 
sen to give the desired spatial resolution.) To maximize the 
signal, we operated the laser with enough intensity to slight- 
ly saturate the transition. 23*24 Because of the low signal-to- 
noise ratio for a single shot, we averaged over multiple shots 
at the same laser wavelength. We found that 200 shots gave 
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an adequate signal-to-noise ratio when the probed volume 
was far from the electrode, while closer to the electrode 
where the ion density is lower, as many as 1200 shots were 
required. 

IV. EXPERIMENT 

The discharge was almost identical to the one we report- 
ed in Ref. 18, where we used LIF to characterize the ions in a 
multidipole discharge. In that experiment, we used a differ- 
ent laser with a much narrower bandwidth, < 0.013 cm - I, 
so that we could resolve the shape of the ion velocity distri- 
bution. (Such narrow-band LIF measurements are often re- 
ferred to as “sub-Doppler.“) We found that the ions are 
always at room temperature, regardless of the gas pressure, 
discharge voltage, and discharge current. We also found that 
the density of the metastable ions is proportional to the den- 
sity of the ions as a whole, provided the discharge voltage is 
at least - 35 V. 

The only difference between these two discharges is that 
here we inserted an electrode. The discharge for the present 
experiment had a neutral Ar pressure of 0.050 Pa (Ar cali- 
brated), a constant discharge current of 0.10 A, and a dis- 
charge voltage of - 40 V. The electrode was biased at 
- 100 V, and drew a current of 0.189 mA from the plasma. 

This is ~2% of the discharge current, indicating that the 
loss of plasma to the electrode was not a significant perturba- 
tion. Plasma parameters far from the electrode were deter- 
mined using a cylindrical Langmuir probe with a diameter of 
0.25 mm, and a length of 3.0 mm. Outside the plasma sheath 
the plasma potential was + 0.46 V, the electron temperature 
was T, = 0.53 eV, and the electron density was 
n, = 0.9X 1014 mw3. Using these values, we calculate that 
the Debye length was /2, = 0.57 mm. We were unable to 
measure plasma parameters in the sheath using the Lang- 
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muir probe. However, using LIF we were able to character- 
ize the ion parameters in the sheath. 

We used the LIF diagnostic to measure the ion drift 
velocity and relative density in the sheath and presheath at 
13 different positions. The position x was selected by moving 
the slit in the detection optics with a micrometer. As the 
sheath width was z 20 mm, the spatial resolution of 1.5 mm 
was adequate. The LIF measurements of vd and ni were 
made by scanning the laser through the 16 348.93 cm- ’ 
(611.492 nm) excitation line25 of the 3d’*G,,, metastable 
state of the argon ions,” and recording the intensity of the 
fluorescence25 emitted at 21 687.94 cm - ’ (460.957 nm). 
This scan covered a range of 3.5 cm - ’ in steps of 0.05 cm - ‘. 

Since the transition was saturated and the laser band- 
width was wide, the detailed shape of the ion velocity distri- 
bution function could not be determined. ‘***O For this exper- 
iment, the minimum detectable split in the line shape 
occurred for a drift velocity of 2500 m/set, which is much 
greater than the ion thermal velocity of 240 m/set. LIF mea- 
surements such as these are called “broadband” rather than 
“sub-Doppler.” 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
A. ion parameters 

The LIF line shapes measured at 13 positions in the 
sheath and presheath are shown in Figs. 6 and 7. Note that 

f “‘t”“i” “““I 

/ / \ \ distance from/ 

I ). f ,.. 8, 

16347 16348 16349 16350 16351 
laser wavenumber (cm”) 

FIG. 6. Fluorescence line shape as a function of distance to electrode. The 
height of the line shape indicates the relative density of the ions. Note that 
near theelectrode the density is less. These LIFmeasurements weremade in 
an argon plasma with pressure P= 0.050 Pa, discharge voltage 
If-,,, = - 40.0 v, current I,,,, = 0.1 A, and electrode bias 
v electrode = - 100.0 V. In this figure and Fig. 7, the data have been 
smoothed with a Gaussian filter to aid the eye. 

close to the electrode the LIF signal is weak, indicating that 
the ion density is Iower. At more than 19 mm from the elec- 
trode, we observe only a single peak, indicating that the ion 
drift velocity is below the resolution (2500 m/set) of the 
apparatus. Closer to the electrode, we observe the expected 
double peaks. The separation of the peaks increases as one 
moves closer to the sheath, indicating that the ions are being 
accelerated to higher velocities near the electrode. 

To determine the ion density and velocity accurately 
from the measured line shapes, we fit the data to a model line 
shape using a nonlinear least-squares routine. For the model, 
we chose to use the sum of two Lorentzians displaced from 
one another by a Doppler shift 2Av, and this tit the data well. 
The two Lorentzians were constrained to have the same 
height and width, but with opposite Doppler shifts, since the 
incident and reflected peaks should be symmetric. The sepa- 
ration of these peaks was used to determine the ion velocity 
using Eq. ( 11). The height of a single Lorentzian was as- 
sumed to be proportional to the ion density. The Doppler 
shift provides a very reliable and absolutely calibrated mea- 
sure of the velocity. Error bars in the velocity measurement 
arise predominately because of a limited signal-to-noise ra- 
tio. Measurements of the density on the other hand are not as 
precise as the velocity measurements. This is because of var- 
ious geometric and atomic physics factors. Finally, we note 
that the measurements of the density are not absolutely cali- 
brated, but are reported in arbitrary units. 

t distance fromj 

27 
1 

23 i 

16347 16348 16349 16350 16351 
laser wavenumber (cm-‘) 

FIG. 7. Line shapes from Fig. 6, normalized to equal height. In the sheath 
the line shape has two peaks, one each for the incident and reflected beams. 
Larger separations in the peaks indicate larger ion velocities. Note that near 
the electrode the peaks are widely separated, indicating a large drift veloc- 
ity. 
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The experimental ion densities, velocities, and fluxes 
(n, ud ) are presented in Fig. 8. They are presented as func- 
tions ofx, the distance from the electrode. These spatial pro- 
files are the main results of this paper. As expected, the ion 
density decays precipitously in the sheath, the velocity in- 
creases, and the ion flux is conserved. 

Using conservation of energy, Eq. (2)) we computed the 
potential d(x) from the measured ion velocity. As expected, 
the results shown in Fig. 8(d) reveal that in the sheath the 
potential monotonically increases with distance from the 
electrode, and in the presheath it is constant. 

B. Comparison to fluid theory 

As discussed in Sec. II, the two-fluid theory provides a 
simple model of plasma sheaths. The theory centers on Pois- 
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son’s equation, Eq. (6), which can be solved either numeri- 
cally or with an approximate analytic equation such as 
Child’s law, Eq. (9). 

We have endeavored to perform our experiment under 
conditions similar to the conditions assumed in the theory. 
First, the ion temperature was much less than the electron 
temperature ( Ti/Te Q 1). Thus the approximation of cold 
ions in the theory is reasonable for this discharge. Second, in 
the sheath neither the ions nor the electrons are magnetized. 
This can be confirmed by noting that the ratio of the ion 
Larmor radius to the Debye length is greater than 256 and 
the ratio of the electron Larmor radius to the Debye length is 
greater than 5. Additionally, the geometry of the experiment 
indicates that the magnetic field is not parallel to the elec- 
trode’s surface. Thus electrons trapped on magnetic field 
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FIG. 8. LIF measurements compared to the numerical and Child’s law solutions of the two-fluid sheath model. (a) The ion density n; profile compared to the 
theoretical prediction. Because the densities from the LIF measurements and the numerical solution are in arbitrary units, we have scaled them to match at 18 
mm from the electrode using the density found in Sec. V B. (b) The ion velocity ud profile compared to the theoretical prediction. Because the Doppler shift 
technique provides an absolutely calibrated measure of the velocity, these data are the most accurate. (c) The ion flux n, u, compared to the theoretical 
prediction that it is a constant, i.e., that the ion flux is conserved. (d) The potential computed from the experimental velocity in (b) using energy conserva- 
tion, Bq. (8), compared to the theoretical predictions. Here, as in (a) and (b), the numerical solution provides a better fit to the experimental data. 
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lines can easily enter the sheath with effectively no impedi- 
ment. Third, the ions are noncollisional in the sheath. This is 
true because the Coulomb and ion-neutral collision mean- 
free paths (40 and 20 cm, respectively) are much longer than 
the sheath width ( z-2 cm). Fourth, the electrode was 
planar. Fifth, the discharge was dc. One difference between 
our experiment and the assumptions of the model is the pres- 
ence of fast primary electrons in the experiment.26 Our dis- 
charge was sustained by primary electrons emitted from the 
filaments. These primary electrons are more energetic than 
the bulk of the electrons, but are much less numerous. They 
are not accounted for in the theory described in Sec. II. 

There is good agreement between the experimental re- 
sults and the theoretical predictions, particularly the exact 
numerical solution. In Figs. 8(a) and 8 (b) the measured ion 
densities and velocities are compared to the predictions of 
the exact numerical solution of the two-fluid model. To pre- 
pare the exact solution shown in Fig. 8, we solved the non- 
dimensionalized Poisson equation [ Eq. (6) ] using a fourth- 
order Runge-Kutta integration technique.” We then 
sought the best possible fit by allowing T, and & to be free 
parameters. Using an eyeball fit, we found the best fit for 
both the exact solution and Child’s law with T, = 0.53 eV 
and /2, = 0.46 mm. These values correspond to a density in 
the plasma of n, = 1.1 x lOI m - 3. We have used this value 
of the density to calibrate all of the experimentally measured 
densities in Figs. 8 (a) and 8 (c) . These fit parameters agree 
well with the Langmuir probe results: T, = 0.53 eV, 
no = 0.9 x lOI m - ‘, and /2, = 0.57 mm. Thus it is seen that 
the two-fluid theory provides an accurate model of dc 
sheaths. 

Child’s law, on the other hand, does not predict the ex- 
perimental results as well as the exact numerical solution. 
This is especially true for the density near the plasma-sheath 
boundary. This is because, as is well known, ’ 5 Child’s law is 
inaccurate near the plasma-sheath boundary. 

As a final check of two-fluid theory, we tested the as- 
sumption that ion flux is conserved in the sheath. This as- 
sumption is embodied in the equation of continuity, ni (x) 
v(x) = n,u,. The experimental data shown in Fig. 8(c) 
confirms that flux is indeed conserved. 

VI. SUMMARY 
Using LIF, we measured the ion velocity and density in 

a dc plasma sheath. To measure these parameters, the laser 
beam was aimed at a polished electrode. By detecting the 
fluorescence while scanning the laser frequency, we mea- 
sured a line shape with two peaks, one from the incident 
beam and one from the reflected beam. The separation of the 
peaks yielded an absolutely calibrated measure of the ion 
drift velocity, while the height of the peaks yielded the ion 
density. As expected, it was found that the ion density de- 

creased and the velocity increased as one neared the elec- 
trode. Good agreement between the experiment and the 
time-independent two-fluid theory is found for the spatial 
profiles of the velocity and density in the sheath. We also 
compared the data to Child’s law, which showed good agree- 
ment near the electrode but predicted the density poorly, as 
expected, near the plasma-sheath boundary. Finally, as a 
check on the two-fluid model, we computed the ion flux 
from our experimental data and confIrmed that the ions obey 
the time-independent continuity equation in the sheath. 
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